THE FIRST ASSAULT ON MADRID
Communist or Socialist tub-thumping. I picked up on
the field of battle many little pamphlets on how to use
an automatic rifle, or on the training of a platoon. Half
the pages were full of rubbish about freely consented
discipline and the uselessness of the old forms of military
severity, and the other half contained a few pious maxims
about the value of trench warfare. Any idea of attacking
or manoeuvring was entirely foreign to such handbooks.
It was typical, however, of Red psychology to imagine
that the art of war could be taught to the scores of
thousands by the aid of penny pamphlets.
The next morning the advance was resumed, and with
almost equal facility first Yuncas was taken and then
Illescas, a large village just twenty-four miles from Madrid.
Once again the motor-lorries carried forward the troops,
who advanced in file and then, deploying, by sheer brilli-
ance of manoeuvring out-flanled and out-fought the Reds
at every point. Once more the cavalry brigade held
the right flank and guarded against any sudden sally on
the part of the strong Red garrison of Aranjuez, which
is a sort of minor Toledo at the junction of the Jarama
river and the Tagus.
I reached Yuncos after its capture^ in time to see a bat-
ter}' of Nationalist 4-inch mountain guns rushed up and
put into position at the Madrid entrance to the village
to fire on the Reds falling back on Illescas. An hour later
that village was also taken.
On my way back there wras an amusing incident which
showed the general uselessness of armoured trains. This
train was one which had been built by the Nationalists.
It was merely composed of two trucks with double
sheets of boiler-plating built up round them and em-
brasures for one field-gun and four machine-guns. The
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